
 Uniplex V8.10 Demonstration System

 SAMPLES

     Files in this folder are copied to the temporary demo folder in the
     users home directory.  Files can be added to this list freely and will
     automatically be copied.

     All files here should be read/write all.  They will be transferred as
     read/write all.

     SAMPLES Samples directory
     SAMPLES/UAP Sample HOME UAP files
     SAMPLES/UAP/umail/umail.fn Special mail softkey file
     SAMPLES/UAP/umail Folder
 SAMPLES/UAP/uniplex.menu         Special demo menu
     SAMPLES/UAP/uniplex.sys Uniplex.sys for diary build
     SAMPLES/UAP/diary Diary directory
     SAMPLES/UAP/diary/diary.holiday Empty holidays file for diary
     SAMPLES/agenda Agenda document
     SAMPLES/agenda.doc Ditto word format
     SAMPLES/agenda.txt Ditto text format
     SAMPLES/bground.wp Background sample
     SAMPLES/budgets Budgets folder
     SAMPLES/budgets/prices.ss Sample spreadsheet
     SAMPLES/budgets/staff.ss Sample spreadsheet
     SAMPLES/correspond Dummy folder
     SAMPLES/correspond/cable.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/correspond/jobsheet.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/correspond/letter.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/correspond/thanks.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/datafile Sample data from database
     SAMPLES/demo.list Demo Spreadsheet
     SAMPLES/gloss Demo glossary file
     SAMPLES/invent.bld SQL use script for database
     SAMPLES/listfile List of addresses
     SAMPLES/mailshot.addr Mailshot addresses
     SAMPLES/misc Dummy folder
     SAMPLES/misc/automob.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/misc/plan.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/misc/scraps.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/misc/vacation.wp Dummy file
     SAMPLES/oldproject1 Dummy file
     SAMPLES/oldproject2 Dummy file
     SAMPLES/oldproject3 Dummy file
     SAMPLES/oldproject4 Dummy file
     SAMPLES/proposal.wp Demo document
     SAMPLES/rep1 Report output file
     SAMPLES/research Research WP document
     SAMPLES/research.doc Ditto Word
     SAMPLES/research.txt Ditto Text
     SAMPLES/std.ltr Standard Letter for mailmerge
     SAMPLES/table.wp Table sample
     SAMPLES/template Report Writer Template
     SAMPLES/template2 Report Writer Template
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 There is also a file in the main UAP/outlines/wp folder
     called udemo.contract which is used as a named template
     ("UDEMO: Contract outline").
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 UAP Folder

     Files here are used whole, or as templates for building central UAP
     files.  The "dates" files are used to control the building of new
     diaries.  The "mail" files are copied whole.  "File.index" is used to
     control the building of the File Manager index.

     UAP Special /usr/UAP files
     UAP/date.DemoSuite Dates for DemoSuite diary
     UAP/date.DemoUser Dates for diary
     UAP/date.Managers Dates for Managers diary
     UAP/file.index Data for ufmscan
     UAP/umail Mail folder
     UAP/umail/../mbox7 Implementation mailbox
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/D/00002.00000003
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/D/00005.00000009
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/D/0000b.00000010
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/DETAILS
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/D
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/I/00006.0000000b
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/I/00009.0000000e
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/I/0000a.0000000f
     UAP/umail/../mbox7/I
     UAP/umail/../mbox8 Workflow mailbox
     UAP/umail/../mbox8/DETAILS
     UAP/umail/../mbox8/I/00008.0000000d
     UAP/umail/../mbox8/I
     UAP/umail/../mbox9 Internet mailbox
     UAP/umail/../mbox9/DETAILS
     UAP/umail/../mbox9/I/00007.0000000c
     UAP/umail/../mbox9/I
     UAP/umail/text
     UAP/umail/text/demo
     file.list This file.
     udemo Control shell script
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 RUNNING DEMONSTRATIONS

     To run a demonstration use the command script ’udemo’, the full path
     is $Uredirect/UAP/demo/udemo/udemo.  This script can be copied to a
     more convenient location such as /usr/bin or UAP/cmds if required,
     however a copy of the script must remain in the udemo directory.

     The control script udemo can be run as follows:

     udemo Perform, clean, build, run, clean sequence.
 Prepares and runs a complete demonstration sequence.

     udemo build Prepare the demo files, but do not run the demo.

     udemo run Run the demonstration, will build files if not
 present.

 udemo clean Clean up demo files.  If run after partial installs or
 cleans it will clean up remaining portions.

     udemo -V Report udemo version number.

     Multiple users may run the demo at the same time.  A single user
     cannot run two demos at the same time.
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 CHANGING/ADDING FILES

     Files can be freely added to the SAMPLES folder as all files here are
     automatically copied to the target folder.  File entries must be added
     to the control file "UAP/file.index" if the files need to be indexed
     into the File Manager.

     All files within the directory are copied and given read/write all.
     All folders are copied and given read/write/execute all.

     UAP/file.indexUAP/file.indexUAP/file.index

     The format of this file is:

             Filename, Title, Relative Path, Document Type

     for example:

             budgets,Budgets,,FOLDR
             agenda.doc,Agenda for Meeting - WORD,,1620
             agenda.txt,Agenda for Meeting - Text,,1167
             bground.wp,Back grounder,,WPDOC
             staff.ss,Budgets,budgets,SSUSE
             prices.ss,Prices,budgets,SSUSE

     The relative path is given relative to SAMPLES, so most files do not
     require a path to be specified.
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